WHAT DID SR. WHITE PREDICT?

(1) There would be "Books of a New Order." These Books of a New Order would be inspired by the Devil. They would take over the Denomination as well as Reform "Nominal Adventists" - which would degrade into the "OMEGA of Apostasy" - constituting them a "New Organization" which we are not to "Join!" All this is found in SM 1:196-208. (B2:15, 54.) SM 2:390. 1904-5.

(2) This will be a "Peace & Safety" Message, that the Majority will want, and will Fall for. It will be: "LOVE - Unlimited." Direct from the Devil. GC 554, 602. PK 675. T5:740. The Majority falling for it. "This will be our Test!" T5:136.

(3) The Prediction is that the Truths of 1888 will again be "Repeated" - and when it comes again, it will again be "Ridiculed, and spoken against, and rejected by the Majority." (From a Tract "Taking up a Reproach." p. 11. "Are SDA's Doing God's Will?" Elder Brisbin. Now out of Print. But 1,000's were given away thru the Years so the used Book Stores should have them. Will some one send us $500.00 to have it Re-Printed and brought up to Date?)


"TAKING UP A REPROACH"

"In 1888 in the General Conference held at Minneapolis, Minn., the angel of Revelation 18, came down to his work, and was ridiculed, criticized, and rejected, and when the message he brings again will swell into the Loud Cry, it will again be ridiculed, and spoken against, and rejected by the majority." p. 11. Elder Brisbin Book.

WHY DO THE MAJORITY REJECT IT?

"Truth was unpopular in Christ's day. It is unpopular
in our day. It has been unpopular ever since Satan first gave man a disrelish for it by presenting FABLES that lead to SELF-EXALTATION..." DA 242.

WAS NOT 1888 A MESSAGE OF SELF-EXALTATION?
"That men should keep alive the spirit which ran riot at Minneapolis is an offence to God. ALL HEAVEN IS INDIGNANT (is that the way the Froom Book interprets it?) at the spirit that FOR YEARS has been revealed in our publishing institution (1896 - URIAH SMITH - JONES)... He will visit for these things...

"...the attributes of Satan will be revealed...in our Institutions...THEY are indulging the very same spirit as did Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, and as did the Jews in the days of Christ..."Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites!...

"They BEGAN this satanic work at Minneapolis. AFTERWARD, when they saw and felt demonstration of the Holy Spirit, testifying that the message was of God, they hated it the more (is that the way Froom explains it?)"

WHY DID THEY HATE IT SO MUCH?
"...they hated it the more, because it was a testimony against them." TM 76-80.

(And anything that is NOT a Testimony against them is NOT the message Repeated)

WHAT SPIRIT IS IT THAT DETECTS ERROR?
"...we are to ATTAIN to the Perfection of Christian CHARACTER...through Faith, in so close connection with Christ that, having a clear conception of His character, we are able to discern the masterly deceptions of Satan." T5:744.

WHY DO SOME FAIL TO KNOW THE DOCTRINE?
"All who do the will of God shall know of the Doctrine. (John 7:17.) But these persons are seeking Light from their own tapers and not from the Sun of Righteousness." T4:335.

SHALL WE FOLLOW FROOM & THE MULTITUDE?
"Whoever will prayerfully study the Bible desiring to KNOW the Truth, that he may OBEY it, will receive divine enlightenment. He will understand the Scriptures. "If
any man will do his will, he shall KNOW of the Doc-
trine." John 7:17. "...Those to whom the Message of
Truth is spoken, SELDOM ask, "Is it TRUE?" but, "By
WHOM is it advocated?" MULTITUDES estimate it by the
NUMBERS who accept it; and the Question is still asked,
"Have any of the learned men of religious leaders be-
lieved?" DA 459.

DO CHURCH LEADERS GUIDE US INTO ALL TRUTH?
"How be it when he, the Spirit of Truth, is come, he
will guide you into all Truth." John 16:13.

DOES THE SPIRIT COME TO GLORIFY FROM?
"When the Holy Spirit works the human agent, it does
not ask us in what way it shall operate. Often it
moves in unexpected ways. Christ did not come as the
Jews expected. He did not come in a manner to glorify
them as a Nation...(Denomination)..."This is the danger to which THE CHURCH is now exposed-
that the inventions of finite men (Froom) shall mark
out the PRECISE WAY for the Holy Spirit to come...some
have already done this. And because the Spirit is to
come, NOT to praise men or to build up erroneous
theories, but to REPROVE the World of sin, and of
righteousness, and of Judgment, many turn away from it.
They are not willing to be deprived of the garments of
their own SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS...

"They are not willing to exchange their own righteous-
ness, which is unrighteousness, for the righteousness
of Christ, which is pure unadulterated - TRUTH...

"The Holy Spirit flatters no man...When it shall come
as a REPROVER, through any human agent whom God shall
choose, it is man's place to HEAR and OBEY its Voice." TM 64-5. SM 2:15. EW 142. RH A5:101. T6:123. FCE 436,
SG 2:282. Brisbin 51. T5:254, 689. PK 368. TM 411, 90,
375, 70, 97. (Satan also works through agents. T3:571.)

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST DECEPTION OF THE DEVIL OF ALL TIME?
That the Jewish NATION, or the Adventist denomiNATION
will force Heaven to obey them! "The enemy of souls
has sought to bring in the supposition that a GREAT
REFORMATION was to take place among Seventh-day Ad-
ventists...The principles of Truth that God in His
wisdom has given to the REMNANT CHURCH, would be discarded. Our religion would be CHANGED...A NEW ORGANIZATION...BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER...The founders of this System would go into the Cities, and do a wonderful work...NOTHING would be allowed to stand in the way of the NEW MOVEMENT...Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and Storm and Tempest would sweep away the Structure. Who has authority to BEGIN such a MOVEMENT? ...SOPHISTRIES. But in the providence of God, the ERRORS that have been coming in must be MET!...I had my orders..."MEET IT!" SM 1:204-6. 1904.

**BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER.**

To please the JEW, to please the JW, to please HWA, to please most of the Churches of Babylon - the MAXWELL BOOK! This constitutes a "NEW ORGANIZATION" that we are NOT TO JOIN! SM 2:390. 1905.

**THE NEW MOVEMENT.**

In 1889 - a powerful Testimony came which has been IGNORED in its entirety by both Church and Reform. THE WARNING against WHO is going to bring in SUNDAY LAWS! The very Name given "THE National Reform Movement" - this is now known as the NCC.

The Adventist Leadership SINNED in not ATTACKING that Confederacy of Evil at that Time. 1889. T5:711-8. TODAY they are not SILENT and NEUTRAL as they were in 1889. No. TODAY they have JOINED it! This is known as "KEY '73" - and here is what one observant Writer has to say about it. One who is not Asleep. Would you expect to read this in the R&H - ?

"PERSONAL REPORT FROM HARRY HAMPHEL:

"...We are living in momentous times. Prophetic events are transpiring so rapidly. Key 73 is running rampant. It is another nail driven into the ecumenical coffin, which will soon contain the apostate body of Christendom. We are moving swiftly toward the amalgamation of these harlot daughter churches, and it will soon result in one gigantic apostate religious monolithic combine with Pope as its head...Is there a way to get off this "treadmill to oblivion?" (Protestant Journal Pub. Box 1303, Conway, Ark. 72032.) (He offers a book "ESAU'S CHILDREN" by E. S. Metcalf. 168 pages. No price given. Perhaps $1.00.)
WHAT DO WE LEARN FROM THE ABOVE?

If it is RIGHT - it will not be POPULAR. If it is POPULAR - it will not be RIGHT. I wonder if ROOM will ever get that through his Head? Or 10,000 Jackals that are Barking at his Heels.

WHAT ELSE DO WE LEARN FROM BRISBIN p. 11.

If no one speaks AGAINST it at all - it can, by no stretch of the Imagination - be ANY Truth at all! Is that not PLAIN? Is it not a FACT? "In 1868...the Angel of Rev. 18...and when the Message he brings again... will AGAIN be ridiculed, and spoken AGAINST, and REJECTED - by the MAJORITY." "TAKING UP A REPROACH." Elder Brisbin p. 11.

"...they will COWARDLY take the side of the opposers... when the MAJORITY forsake us...when Champions are FEW - this will be our TEST." T5:136. "...perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE." T5:463. "...as did ENOCH...working with his human EFFORTS...We must know what moral CHANGES are essential to be made in our CHARACTERS." T5:535.

"The FORGIVENESS of Sins is not the SOLE result of the Death of Christ...but that human NATURE might be RESTORED, rebeautified, reconstructed from its ruins, and made fit for the Presence of God. We should show our Faith by our Works...Unless heed is given to these Warnings, and defects of CHARACTER are OVERCOME, these defects will overcome those who possess them, and they will FALL into error, apostasy, and open sin... "Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he Fall."

TO THE ENTIRE AWAKENING:

"Let no one IMAGINE that it is an easy thing to OVERCOME the enemy and that he can be borne aloft to an incorruptible inheritance WITHOUT EFFORT on his part...FEW appreciate the IMPORTANCE of striving CONSTANTLY to OVERCOME. They RELAX their diligence and, as a result, become SELFISH and SELF-INDULGENT. Spiritual vigilance is not thought to be essential. Earnestness in human EFFORT is not brought into the Christian life. "There will be some terrible FALLS by these who THINK they stand firm because they have the TRUTH, but they have it NOT as it is in Jesus. A moment's carelessness may plunge a soul into irretrievable RUIN...that will End in Perdition. There is HOPE...(by) exerting every energy to ATTAIN to the PERFECTION of His CHARACTER.
LOVE-SLOBBER:
"That Religion which makes of sin a LIGHT matter, dwelling upon the LOVE of God to the sinner REGARDLESS of his actions, only ENCOURAGE the sinner to believe that God will receive him while he CONTINUES in that which he KNOWS to be sin...they will be bound up with the TARES...They serve the enemy under the PRETENSE of serving God...Shall those who hold the Truth be SILENT, as if PAPALYZED?...

THE END OF WRIGHT:
"The most precious WORK that my Brethren can engage in is that of CULTIVATING a Christlike CHARACTER...make constant EFFORTS to CULTIVATE Faith...MOLD the CHARACTER." T5:537, 539, 540, 547, 559, 586, 590.

5 Year Old.
I was one of the few people in the World that could Read before I could Spell. I almost got a Licking over it the first few Days in School.

The Teacher asked me to Read, so I read. Then she asked me to tell her what the Letters were, which was A and which was B and which was C - and I said I did not Know.

She became Angry in a Flash. She said no one can Read that does not know the A-B-C's. But I was one that could and did. It took a while for her to Believe it.

ANYWAY - I know that when I was 5 yrs. old, I used to lay on the Floor, leafing through the big "GREAT CONTROVERSY" - the big "D&R" - by the Hour. And ask my Mother what the Pictures meant. I shudder to think of being raised by a modern Mini-Skirt. How sorry one must truly feel, for her poor Youngsters. Would she Dedicate one to the Lord, as my Mother did with me? How glad I am that we Baptized her, that she insisted on it. Would such a Mother ask her son NOT to make an "EFFORT?" As Bro. King would say: the very Thought would make one want to: "Re-gurgitate."

I can well believe the main "NO-EFFORT" Prophet in all the Advent-Reform World, his Testimony on a Tape - that his Mother was Demented. Satan, his "Sin-Master" - made "NO-EFFORT" also - he also thought it was a "DOUBLE-SIN!" GC 669.

I suppose there could be some degree of Comfort of a Sort, for those who have violated and seared their Conscience - to put it to Rest with the Notion that it is all up to God! Blame it all on Him by the
specious Subterfuge that it is all His fault if they

go Lost. They could do NOTHING about it anyway!

And so it is easy to Fall for Christian Science,
Mysticism, or Fred Wright!

A SEA OF FIRE.
The Pictures of the Falling Stars - the Dark Day - led
me to have Dreams of a Fire coming, clear across the
Horizon, the End of the World, a Sea of Fire at the
Coming of Christ. I dreamed this several Times.

Then for many Years I wondered if I was Mistaken.
For all the Pictures the Adventists drew of the
"Coming" of the Lord - buildings were coming down by
EARTHQUAKE, and Fires as a SECONDARY cause - but
NOTHING like I had Dreamed. And certainly not even
THAT MUCH in the Maxwell Book! "Man the World needs
Most."

Maxwell has it as a Sunday-School Picnic.
Buildings all standing and operating "as usual." Many
Adventist pictures the Woman steps out of her all-
Electric Kitchen, her daughters dress just freshly
ironed, every crease just so. This is their Idea of
the "Time of Trouble" or the "7 Last Plagues!"

But when Bro. Davis and I dug into it, we soon
found what the General Conference of Seventh-day Ad-
ventists, with Headquarters in Washington, DC does not
know (or how else would they have passed that Maxwell
Book?) but which a 5-year old could Know.

"But when Christ shall come...the whole earth shall be
ABLAZE..."a FIRE shall DEVOUR before Him"...A FIERY
STREAM shall issue and come forth BEFORE him, which
shall cause the ELEMENTS TO MELT...in FLAMING FIRE
taking vengeance on them that know not God, and that
OBEY NOT the Gospel"..."For, behold, the day cometh,
that shall BURN as an oven; and ALL the proud, yea,
and ALL that do wickedly, shall be stubble; and the
day that cometh shall BURN them up, saith the Lord of
Hosts, that it shall leave them neither Root nor
Branch." (No Source of Life left.) PP 339-341.

"As LIGHTENINGS from heaven UNITE with the FIRE in the
earth, the mountains will BURN like a furance, and
will pour forth terrific Streams of Lava...RIVERS will
be DRIED UP...Thus God will DESTROY the WICKED from
off the earth. But the RIGHTEOUS will be PRESERVED in
the midst of these commotions, as Noah was preserved
in the Ark." PP 109, 110.
This is one "5-year Old" that will NOT be put to Sleep by that Kind of a Seventh-day Adventist yarn - by Maxwell - Fagal - SDA Telecast Program - General Conference Book Committee and now HMSR "ONE WORLD" 318.

10-Virgin Parable.
It is just as conceivable that a 5-year Old could see the Pictures of the 10-Virgin Parable, understand fully that the 10 Virgins went to Sleep, the Church degenerates into complete total Darkness in her Midnight Hour - no Light of her own at all.

MIDNIGHT HOUR CRY.
That no Midnight Cry comes from no 10 Virgins - that the Cry, the Message - comes from OUTSIDE of the Church - this a 5-year Old could Understand also.

That they "ALL" Slumbered and Slept. That their LIGHTS were OUT. And at the Midnight Cry they "ALL" awoke and "ALL" trimmed their Lamps and the Test is clearly one of Oil. 5 had Oil, and 5 did not. A 5-year Old could Understand that, with no difficulty at all. Have to be pretty Dumb NOT to Understand it.

A GRIMM FAIRY TALE.
So when some Brinsmead comes along with some Bed-Time Story Yarn that the "Response" to the Midnight Cry "determines" if you receive the "Seal of God" or the "Mark of the "Beast" - GEP 206-7.

You couldn't Fool no 5-year Old kid with that Kind of Malarkey. Not an Honest one. It would have to be some one whose Mind was out of Joint for a long Time.

It is "Showing my people ALL their ABOMINATIONS" and MALARKIES - that will give God's people who do that - the SEAL of the living God! "Mark this Point with Care." T3:267.

How have some of you Mothers been raising your Children, anyway? Have you taught them the Truth of the 10 Virgin Parable? Or what Kind of Pablum have you been Feeding them that neither they nor you know the Truth of the matter? How can some Theological Hick come along fresh out of the SDA Seminary and betray both you and your Children? Have you in Fact been sending that Book - paying God's good Tithe for your Children.
or some one else's Children to Read that Book -
Brinsmead's "ETERNAL PURPOSE?" SHAME on you! Communist
literature would do them LESS harm! And I am not just
speaking of that ONE error! There are 100 more like it! Satan's "ETERNAL PURPOSE."

5-Year Old.
Do you think you could Sell a 5-year Old on the Occult
Fable that the "TEST" for the "SEAL" of God for the 10
Virgin Parable is if they "RESPOND" or not ???

After a 5-year Old is thoroughly Indoctrinated with
the Truth of the 10-Virgin Parable, that the Bible
reads that they "ALL" awoke, and "ALL" trimmed their
Lamps, the FOOLISH just as AWAKE as the WISE - and
BEGGING the WISE for "OIL" - and their keen disappoint-
ment of receiving NONE, and then dashing out, stumbl-
ing along in the Dark - LOOKING for those who PROMISED
them OIL-CHARACTER (TM 234) in the Midnight Hour, to
the infamous BILLY GRAHAM - ORAL ROBERTS - JW - HWA -
RDB - FTW - MAXWELL - BEN GURION - "GIFT OF CHARACTER"
in the "JUDGMENT HOUR" or when Messiah comes! Going
from Australian Sea to American Sea, and back to Tel
Aviv! "THEY SHALL NOT FIND HIM!" "TOO LATE!"

And them have some kind of a self-confessed "AWAKENER"
come along and try to Sell this 5-year Old kid on the
"RESPONSE" or the "WAKING UP!" will mean the "SEAL" of
God!

No, I don't think so. I don't think you could Sell
that one to no 5-year old Kid! Not if he had a Christian
Mother. No Siree! Not a chance in the World! And he
would not have to be overly Bright, either! Not at
all! It would have to be some Kind of a Dope - to Fall
for the likes of that!

Those who have spent a Life-Time "DECEIVING" and in
turn "BEING DECEIVED"!!! Or else the Lord is "CHOOSING
their Delusions!" Because an Honest 5-year old Kid-
you would not Sell him that crazy Yarn - that is the
CLIMAX of that entire Book! It is what the Book is all
about! And no 5-year old Kid would have to Wade through
20 other just as Dangerous and Glaring Errors in that
Book BEFORE he comes to this one - he would have said:
"Mother - this book Stinks!"
THE FROOM BOOK.

Another Book of a "NEW ORDER" that is going to lead this Denomination so far astray as to constitute it a "NEW ORGANIZATION" SM 1:204. B2:54. 1904. A "NEW ORGANIZATION" that we are NOT to "JOIN!" SM 2:390. 1905.

Now you take that FROOM Book. I can see where the Book can be "BELIEVED!" before the Book is OPENED! Because of the Illustrious "Father Sabastian Froom" - the Professor Emeritus of Prophetic Understanding for Andrews University - bearing the "Nihil Obstat and Imprimatur" of the Holy See in Washington, DC - that this Book is free of Doctrinal or Moral error, that it would be indeed a Mortal Sin to disagree with the Contents. The only Right we have is to Cheer wildly!

This I understand, and appreciate. Not that I was ever that Kind of a Slave to men's Opinions, myself - but I have seen it worked on others. TM 359-364. 1895.

Much the same as the Catholic who CHEERS when he sees the Puff of Smoke - BEFORE he even know WHO the new Pope is! Just as long as he has "a Pope!" WHO he is, or WHAT he Teaches - he couldn't care less!

But that 5-year old Kid that I am talking about (although I should show him more Respect and call him a 5 year old "Youngster" perhaps) but I do notice that so many with all the Etiquette and Finesse and Courtesy and Mannerisms and all - may tend to be "Mama's Baby" and little Fancy-Pants Fauntleroy that never did have the Hand of Knowledge applied to the Seat of Learning-like Hudson, Brinsmead, Pestes, and Wright - just an outer Veneer of Polish with nothing beneath - or they would not Fall for all those SISSIFIED Doctrines! You Know and I know that nothing would do that Sissy as much good as a real good going over in the Wood-Shed every time he opens his Yap to tell another Lie! If he had a Mother that was a constant Liar herself, plus a Father that did not Care - what else can you expect but another City-Slicker? Woe be the Nation if he becomes a Politician! or a Lawyer! or worse yet - a Preacher!
My experience seems to have been, the Slicker they do up their Hair – the Better you better Watch them! And, say – you know – I think that goes for Women – too! Especially if you had a Father who kept telling you to be on the Look-out for these polished Slickers who never worked up a Sweat in their Life. Take advantage of others in Spiritual matters by their Wits. Froom’s Jesuit Brigade.

Would they "REFORM" the Medical Practice? or the System of Government? or Challenge the Interpretation of the Priest? Not likely.

"Ye BLIND Guides... Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, HYPOCRITES" for ye make CLEAN the OUTSIDE of the Cup... but WITHIN they are FULL of extortion and excess...full of dead man's Bones." Matt. 23:24-27.

"The possessors of talent and education are ADMIREO and HONORED... they become a CURSE and a SNARE. The opinion prevails with many that all which appears like COURTESY or REFINEMENT must, in some sense, pertain to Christ. Never was there a greater mistake. These qualities should grace the Character of every Christian... but... they also are a Power for Evil... but a Polished Instrument in the hands of Satan... a more dangerous ENEMY to the cause of Christ than are those who are Ignorant and Uncultured." GC 509. (It is Better from the ORIGINAL 1884 SOP 4:328-9. TM 333. GC 542, 567.)

Again and again History records it is the Youth that had to face Reality and Hard Knocks – like Jacob and like David - abused by their Brothers (Christ also) who are the Chosen of God and the Giant-Killers. (Did your Mother teach you to be a Giant-Killer?)

The Girl that does anything the Boys want - will never develop any Nobility as long as she lives without severe Repentance. "and they study...to have their words EXACT to the ear and PLEASING to man, and God's Spirit leaves them." EW 116.

The Girl that KNOWS she will lose "Friends" by putting the Boys in their Place – will find herself, without knowingly socking it, among the highest Class of Moral Society. "Birds of a Feather flock together." "Ye
shall KNOW them by their COMPANY." "Like attracts Like, and like appreciates Like, and like becomes like Like." (Many have asked where this is. It is a COMPOSITE of PP 176. MYP 466. T5:696, 705, 100. T2:79. TM 235. MB 25, 81. DA 405.)

The Mother and Child that did not Mix with people just because they are "Rich" - who care nothing of Poverty or Wealth - but who seek Character alone as the only Standard - are the Sort that can be expected to adhere to Truth - "though the Heavens fall" - "no matter by whom it comes."

The 5-year Old raised in such an Enviroment, with such high Principles - will NOT go "Ga-Ga" over some Book just because some Big Snob or Big Slob - wrote it. He will barely give the NAME on the Book any Consideration at all - all he wants to know is the Worth of the Teaching! the Contents!

If the Teaching is not Truth, and needs to be Attacked and Discredited - he will Attack and Discredit it. No matter how Big the Slob that wrote it. In Fact, he would ALWAYS be extra Suspicious of a Book by a Big Slob - because how did the Big Slob get so Big? By teaching the TRUTH? Not likely, not at all! Because this Adulterous and Sinful Generation would NEVER go celebrating and Dancing around the Ten Commandments - but around the Golden IMAGE set up by Eli-Aaron (Fromm-Brinsmead) "These be thy gods, O Israel!"

What makes Brinsmead so Big at the present Moment? Magazine after Magazine following the Heppenstall "Public Relations" line that no Commandments CAN be kept - NEED be kept! No Wonder the Babylonians are Falling head over heels for THAT! But one thing most are MISSING, these people are NOT becoming Seventh-day Adventists! Nor will they. For why should they? REMEMBER? the LAW need not, cannot - be kept! Or if such people DO "JOIN" the Adventist Church for the Novelty of it, Balaam and the Devil working together with Zimri to gather what he can into his Tent - the Laws of the Land not controlled now by True Israel - the Phinehases of Today will hurriedly gather their Loved ones together and get OUT of there: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"

That is why I have NO USE for GC 463, although some of
the wording is Superb, it LEAVES OUT the Call: "From such TURN AWAY!" Be not DECEIVED by them, do not, do not IMITATE their Practices." THE ORIGINAL 1884 SOP 4: 294-5.

What good are the Flowery words of GC 463 - if the Call to SEPARATE - is MISSING ???

The SAME Spirit of Phinehas, he would run a Javelin through them, the SAME Spirit of Elijah who would take off 850 Heads of that Kind, the SAME Spirit of Moses who wiped 3,000 Swords clean BEFORE he Prayed! For those that were left and had publicly Repented of their Sin and Shame. MOSES NEVER PRAYED FOR ANY OTHER KIND!

No matter what that False Prophet Preacher told you, who admires the naked Rumps of the Moabites & the Horonites - that Swarm around him!

Yes, we Sure do need to Pray for the Spirit, but not their spirit. We also need to Pray for some Grace - but that EFFEMINATE Pulpit Jester will NEVER give you the TESTIMONY VERSION of the "GRACE" we need! GC 506. RH A5:235. 1884 SOP 4:325. SM 1:254. Ev. 297. T5:146. B2:8. MM 143-4. GC 210.

REPEATING THE SIN OF BALAAM - as Predicted in PP 451-461 - will cause the diseased Prostitutes to come swarming INTO the Adventist Church - ONE MAJOR REASON for the Command TAKEN OUT of GC 463 - "From such TURN AWAY!" "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"

Of course - the Uriah Smiths and the Frooms want NO SEPARATION - they have the SAME SPIRIT as the Ruby-Lipped Harlot who offers her Wine-Cup of "NO-LAW" Doctrines and UNITY for all who will UNITE with her "Sola Fide Fiddle Faddle Gratia Serpentina." They surely will bring their Gold and Silver FOR THAT! But not God's people. Only the TARES being now tied in Bundles with the World.

GATHER, yea GATHER! O Nation (denomination) NOT DESIRED! Before the fierce Anger of the Lord come upon YOU!"

(Repeated TWICE FOR Emphasis - found in missing FOOT- NOTES - MISSING in EW 270 but found in ORIGINAL, so take it form T1:180-2. The Straight Testimony to (not FROM!) the Laodiceans!

GATHER with your Plans to have Hide-Out Shelters for
the Ministers FIRST - now going full Steam ahead in California. When the Lord said plainly to make NO PREPARATIONS for the Time of Trouble - for then the Saints LEAVE - overnight!

But the Brinsmead Bunch is now seeking Means and Property from the Saps that will give it - and they let you know that the FIRST thing is Hide-Out for MINISTERS! A Hide-out to save their Hide! They will need it if EW 282 - GC 656 means anything at all! As well as T5:211. "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!:

But the people who do not know what "ALL" means - who can be Fuddled all up to Reject the Bible which declares then "ALL" those Virgins arose, awoke, responded most energetically -

That this mean, via RDB - that they DO NOT RESPOND! Anyone who can Swallow that, as the main Course of that Book! Who also Swallowed the FIRST thing he brought to America (HOUTEFF WAS A PIKER COMPARED TO THIS!) seeing an "OPEN DOOR" for the SHUT-DOOR CHURCH! All this will delight them right into the 7 Last Plagues - when they will find out what "ALL" mean as they "ALL perish together" who Listen to that SDA Preacher in that SDA Pulpit! T5:211.

It is Time to go to Church OUTSIDE of the Church! Most Adventists are drifting along in the smug Complacency that only a FEW no-good Worthless Trash is LEAVING the good SDA Church - not knowing that the Church OUTSIDE of the Church is BIGGER and rapidly growing STILL BIGGER, than the Church IN the Church! If you will pause to Remember - this includes by far over HALF - of their own Children! Many of whom will take their Stand for the Truth - that their Smug no-good Adventist Parents - REJECTED! In favor of the AWAKENING - the regrouping of the SHEPHERDS RODS! With Adventist funds! Their Children are not THAT DUMB!

MORE EX-MEMBERS THAN MEMBERS:
"Backsliding and Apostasies are STAGGERING. In many of our great Cities we have more ex-members than we have present membership." p. 39. SDA MINISTRY. June, 1967. N. R. DOWER, Secretary, SDA Ministerial Association, General Conference.
ROBERT H. PIERSON, President, General Conference: "I could scarcely believe my eyes...43, 292 persons were DROPPED from the remnant (?) Church in 1967..."Think of it - this number is larger than the Central European, Southern Asia, China, Russia, or Middle East Divisions. We lost more Members in 12 months than we have Members in 58 of our Unions around the World. How sad - to lose a whole Union, or a whole Division in just one short Year!" p. 4. SDA MINISTRY. Oct. 1968.

KENNETH J. MITTLEIDER. Secretary, SDA Ministerial Assoc. North Pacific Union Conference "...325,000 LOST to this message (?) throughout the World field in the last 10 years." p. 31. SDA MINISTRY. Nov. 1967.

ROY A. ANDERSON. Secretary SDA Ministry. "A sobering feature...the past 14 years, 1950-1963...383,017 were LOST (?)..." p. 26. SDA MINISTRY, Jan. 1965.

After this, they pretty well clamped down on giving us these Figures, they took a new Brand of Smartening Pills.

One elaborate List of "Converts won" was sort of Spoiled when they showed Conference after Conference - more went OUT than came IN! Yet they JUBLIEED! at the Members won! CHINA is a perfect Example. For Years and Years they would send out Missionary Reports to yank more Money out of your Pockets for the great and marvelous Good they were doing in CHINA - the Members won. But the FACTS sort of SPOILED the FIGURES. (FIGURES do not LIE BUT THERE ARE Sure a lot of LIARS making out FIGURES!) The CHINA DIVISION MEMBERSHIP remained STATIC at 20,000 for 20 Years! 200 would come in the Front Door - 200 would go out the Back!

THE BIG QUESTION IS: Are the BEST staying IN - or are the BEST going OUT? From now on, the Tripe the so-called "AWAKENING" is bringing IN (if any at all!) - to that place of Total Darkness, the Command of God is: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"

That is - if you want to Believe the 10 Virgin Parable as it is given in the Bible. THE REASON WHY the Adventists & Awakeners, (Adventist and Nominal Adventists) are going by "THE BIBLE ALONE!" is because the Testimonies do not help them one Whit. Let any "BIBLE ONLY!" BABYLONIAN explain the mysterious unheard-of (and the
Reason why the Uriah Smiths did not want to Sell the Book! the "PROCESSION" that comes out of Nowhere! and the WISE join it! COL 406.

No 5-year Old little Boy or Girl will Fall for the FROOM BOOK - the Unpardonable Sin is if you do not know the SON did not come AFTER the FATHER! You might get Seventh-day Adventists, and Seventh-day Adventist General Conferences to Fall for that Kind of Tripe, that he picked up by inquiring of an Old Hag who brought PANTHIESTIC THEORIES that Kellogg fell for; Eastern Philosophies from England via Waggoner - who became the greatest Enemy of the Sanctuary Truths the World has ever seen.

No, Sir! You couldn't Sell that to no 5-year Old! He would Read the ORIGINAL BOOK and Obey the Injunction: "From such WITHDRAW thyself!"

Some OF YOU FATHERS & MOTHERS - worried about your Children in that great Army OUT of the Church - thank God they have a BETTER CHANCE to be Saved! If they are Honest. At the Last - the HONEST who have OIL in their Vessels with their Lamps - the Son who said: "I GO NOT!" will take Part in the Last Moment of Time. Read that Parable. This is the Promise of God. You have only ONE worry. Did you bring him up to be HONEST? Did you THREATEN him and THREATEN him and NEVER carry it out? So that he was TRAINED BY YOU to have NO RESPECT for your Word? Then write the poor little fellow off! Too bad he did not have a different Mother! Too bad for him! For a Christian Mother is the greatest in-fluence for Good that he could have. Poor little 5-year Old Tike! Did he learn HONESTY from his Mother?

IF HE DID - perhaps that is WHY - he LEFT that Church! So now read about the SEALING! Fat-Head the 13th will tell you a UNITED Church goes THROUGH! Therefore the Cry from all the Empty-Heads for "UNITY! UNITY!"

That little 5-year Old will not Fall for that! He read the following: "If UNITY could be secured only by the COMPROMISE if TRUTH and RIGHTEOUSNESS, then let there be Difference! and even WAR!" GC 45. 1884 SOP 4:46. SR 324.

THE MAXWELL SDA OCCULT TRAIN:
This Train, now pulled in to the SDA Station to hook on 2
Awakening Cars - THE MAXWELL-FAGAL "FAITH FOR TODAY" TRAIN of EW 88 plus 263 - ready to lead the whole World astray - we will have to meet this "FACE TO FACE" EW 88 - this Train, now puffing and steaming at the SDA Station, ready to take off into the Night - THERE is "UNITY!" There is a Tying into BUNDLES! There is a "GATHERING" at the "DOOR" of the Sanctuary - open Contempt of the "OPEN DOOR MOST HOLY PLACE" Philadelphia Truth - EW 78 -

This Train, hooking on two Awakening Cars in March of 1972 (FTW) and May of 1972 (RDB). "They are given over to STRONG DELUSIONS, to believe a LIE, that they may be DAMNED!" EW 88.

There we see something else - but she had to do some Looking to See it - cast HIGH above the Earth (I hope your little 5-year Old will be on it! Will be there!) DO NOT LOOK for Fat-Head the 13th VISIONS of some FRÖM-HOUTEFF "MULTITUDES!" The Message is to the "LITTLE FLOCK!" Here called a "LITTLE COMPANY!" Follow that Word along to 270-1, this "COMPANY" give the Straight Testimony TO (not FROM!) TO the Laodiceans and as a Result are SEALED and SAVED! Then go back to "MY FIRST VISION" and see the "BEGINNING" or a "FIRST END" of the Path is "THE MIDNIGHT CRY!" Which is: "GO YE OUT to meet Him!" So you see - there is much more Hope for those who LEFT the Church, could not STOMACH that Church! And if you Look a little Higher, you may find they are ON THAT PATH cast high above the Earth! (Many of whom are also Falling down to the wicked World below - because they Fell for the re-grouping of the Shepherd's Rods and the False Time Prophets of the First Apartment in 1955, 1958-9, 1960-2, and the final Disgrace of 1964!)

FTW - )Forty ways To be Wrong!) June 20, 1973, I went to MIDWAY, BC to meet Bro. Wendelin Mattei of OSOOYOS, BC for some BING CHERRIES, who told me of what happened in California in 1964 - their Delegation of MATTEI-RADAR-PESTES, came to AL FRIEND who had WRIGHT of AUSTRALIA there, two of a Foursome who "Toured" the USA and Canada with the "CLOSE OF PROBATION" - "GOD'S GREAT TIME-CALENDAR" - the Great "WRIGHT" of Australia went around there, with his Nose high in the Air, could not condescend to notice the Threesome. The Threesome cornered AL FRIEND and wanted to know if they
would take over one Meeting or should they move on? FRIEND promised them the evening Meeting, but when the Time came, Lo! and Behold! just like NAGEL tried to work it at OAKHURST in 1959 - FTW takes over again!

RONNIE RADER, the youngest of the Group, (the son of one of the Three) was the FIRST to WALK OUT - and the rest followed. AL FRIEND ran after them, asking what is Wrong? MATTEI said: "You promised us the evening Meeting!" AL FRIEND tried to excuse himself by the specious argument that: "I did not know that he had planned on this Meeting." (FTW)

WENDELIN MATTEI said to AL FRIEND: "You are a LIAR!"
And away they went.

There you have a perfect Example of the Young who will NOT put up with what some of the Older ones might. Your "Word is your Word!" If you cannot keep your Word- anything you have is NO GOOD along with YOU! That is a good Rule of Thumb to go by. But the Adventist has so long listened to DOCTRINES OF LIVING DEVILS - that he has long since ceased to be Shocked at anything - so that he has finally gone SO LOW - that he will Swallow that MAXWELL BOOK, and now the HMSR "ONE WORLD" Book is NO BETTER! No "5-year Old" would fall for that!

BEFORE YOU READ IT - let me ask you a Question? What happens at the Coming of Christ? WHY does He come? And more Specifically, and more Absolutely - what happens at the Moment of the "Resurrection?" Is the following True or not True: (???)

(1) Straight Testimony to Laodiceans.
(4) Close of all Probation.
(5) Christ steps out of Most Holy Place for the first Time since 1844.
(6) The 4 Angels let loose the 4 Winds.
(8) How many live through the Plagues?
(9) Does Christ come to DESTROY the REST - to WRECK THE WORLD! By the Brightness of His appearing? NOT ONE ALIVE! PP 101-3, 110, 339, 341.
Or do we go with MAXWELL - BILLY GRAHAM - JW'S - HWA - FTW - RDB - most of the Churches of Babylon - the BEN-GURION ZIONISTS - the Seventh-day Adventist General Conference via their largest Telecast Program, and now HMSR of the VOP -


In that Publication they rightly charged RDB with teaching "JONES & WAGGONER" delusions. And especially the "...cleansing of the soul Temple (Living Temple!) at the alleged "JUDGMENT" and for the Dead at the "Coming of Christ!" (Now changed to ALL WILL receive "NEW CHARACTERS" at the second Coming! HEPPENSTALL with a yard-long List of Babylonish Degrees and BEN-GURION ZIONISTS being the Fathers of that Idea!)

THE ADVENTISTS RIGHTLY SAID IN 1961:
"We prefer to take our stand with John, believing that when God Cleanses from all unrighteousness NOTHING REMAINS in the soul Temple to be CLEANSED AWAY in the Judgment." ("...if we confess our Sins he is faithful and just to FORGIVE us our Sins, and to CLEANSE us from ALL unrighteousness." p. 20. SDA R&H PUBLICATION. Dec. 1961.

THIS WAS THEIR POSITION IN 1961 -
but since they are NOT Spiritual, but are POLITICIANS who go by VOTES of the MAJORITY, since YOU and YOU and YOU - fell Head over Heels for RDB - they give you MAXWELL - HMSR - ENGLISH - JEW "ONE WORLD" hopes of ZIONISM! WHO is to Blame? YOU are to Blame! You should have followed your 5-year Old! "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"

THE BLIND LAODICEAN ADVENTIST - hoodwinked and bamboozled by his Leaders, thinking the NO-GOODS went OUT of the Church - do not realize that the NO-GOODS remained IN!

NO WONDER THE BLESSING OF GOD!
"Except the Lord of Hosts had left us a VERY SMALL REMNANT, we should have been as Sodom...Hear the Word of the Lord, ye Rulers of SODOM!" Isa. 1:9, 10.

"O my people, they which LEAD thee CAUSE thee to Err!" Isa. 3:12.

"Associate yourselves, O ye people, and ye shall be BROKEN IN PIECES!" Isa.8:9.

"For the Leaders of this people CAUSE them to Err; and they that are led of them are DESTROYED." Isa.9:16.

"...the REMNANT of Israel, and such as are ESCAPED of the House of Jacob." Isa.10:20.


UNITY!

Yes! There will be UNITY! AFTER the SEALING! Coming back to EW 88 and the SDA MAXWELL - RICHARDS TRAIN - there is a UNITY which they call for! It is a "BINDING IN BUNDLES READY TO BURN." "...that they may be DAMNED." EW 88.

But now if you cast your eyes HIGHER, on that Pathway HIGH above the Earth, you see a "LITTLE COMPANY" who are also "BOUND TOGETHER" - but by the "TRUTH!" This is the SEALING! EW 89.

"The UNITY of the FAITH!" EW 68. By those who have "REAL HONESTY." We never did worry about the other Kind.

I almost MISSED the most Important of all! We see two Groups - BOTH have "UNITY!" BOTH have SINCERITY! BOTH are SABBATARIANS! But the Big Group in 1973 went over to the Popular Churches to Preach "NO EFFORT!" "By Faith ALONE!" GC 471. And since they are that Hay-Wire, it is a simple for them to also go OUT of the Most Holy Place, and as a Reward? "They at once receive the unholy influence of Satan!" EW 56 but take it from the ORIGINAL "1846 Broadside." EGW - MR 29. They put their Means on the WRONG-POPULAR SIDE! PT 71-2. As a Reward - Satan gives them his POWER! They are praying all day and all night for POWER without TRUTH- "FAITH ALONE!" "Sola Fide Fiddle Faddle Twaddle!"

SEPARATION from that Bunch AUTOMATICALLY brings UNITY
among the HONEST REMNANT! EW 226-8. 237-250. This is the "PREPARATION FOR THE END!" EW 69. They "...stood out free and united." The two AUTOMATICALLY goes to
gether! EW 250.

**SINCE THE CONDITION OF THE SEALING -**

is the condition which Froom & Company thinks is the Sin against the Holy Ghost - to see WRONG and SIN and ABOMINATIONS in the Church!

"**MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE**" - "But general SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not thus SEE...(shall) BEGIN at My Sanctuary." T3:267.

With "The Ancient men...they say..."He is TOO MERCIFUL to visit HIS PEOPLE in Judgment" (Heard that one in your Church?)...Thus "Peace & Safety" is the cry from... These DUMB DOGS that would not Bark...ALL perish to-
gether." T5:211.

"those who have been regarded as WORTHY and RIGHTEOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY...and in His WRATH He deals with them WOTHOUT MERCY!" T5:212.

No, Sir! That 5-year Old will NOT unite with that Bunch! Because the showing of ALL the ABOMINATIONS in the Church since 1844, EW 277 - SWELLS into the "LOUD CRY" which shows all the ABOMINATIONS in the World and this culminates in the OPPOSITE of the attempt by FROOM-BRINSMEAD - to UNITE with the World - instead of that, the Saints of God give the Message of Rev. 18. REMEMBER what it is - AFTER listening to FROOM?

This is the Message that will "NOT BE SILENCED!" PK 187. This is in the "SEALING TIME" of the 144,000. T3:266. This is the "Closing work for the Church." As the Angels stand poised with the Slaughtering Weapons in their hands. This could well be 1973.

**FROOM CAN HAVE HIS MULTITUDES!**

"The SEAL of the living God is uponHis people. THIS SMALL REMNANT..." T5:213. 144,000 from all the World! Or dare we not believe "MY FIRST VISION" any longer?

That little 5-year Old will not be Frightened by that Valley of Dead-Men's Bones. DEAD - while they live! "DEAD in trespasses and Sins!" What greater SIN could there be than to tell people they NEED NOT - CANNOT keep the Law! HEPPENSTALL - MARTER - BRINSMEAD! And FTW and a Thousand other little Jackals barking after them: "NO CHARACTER CHANGE!" - 21 -
WHAT IS THE MESSAGE OF REV. 18 ???

"And I heard ANOTHER voice from Heaven, saying, Come OUT of her, My people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her Plagues. For her sins have reached unto Heaven, and God hath remembered her iniquities...Therefore shall her Plagues come in one day, DEATH, and mourning, and FAMINES and she shall be UTTERLY BURNED WITH FIRE: for strong is the Lord God who judgeth her." Rev. 18:4, 5, 8.

DO YOU BELIEVE SHE WILL BE DESOLATE?

Maxwell does not believe it. HMSR does not believe it. "...for in one hour is she made DESOLATE...And a mighty Angel took up a Stone like a great Millstone, and cast it into the Sea, saying, Thus with VIOLENCE shall that great city Babylon be thrown down, and shall be found NO MORE AT ALL...And her SMOKE rose up for ever and ever." 18:19, 21, 19:3.

WHAT COMES AT THE RESURRECTION?

Have you forgotten, Adventist? Has your Preacher forgotten to Preach about it, Adventist? Too busy Preaching about: "I AM SAVED!" Or is it now VERBOTEN to Preach about it, along with the 144,000? That the Voice of God brings DESOLATION - Mountain Chains sinking, Islands carrying their living freight into the Sea. Buildings crumbling to Ruins, where are the Hospitals and the Unsane Asylums standing and operating: "AS USUAL!" for Maxwell to work his Miracles of HEALING? And the Newspapers running: "AS USUAL!" so the "NEWS" of Christ's coming goes around the World?

Really, I tell you - that 5-year Old would be SICK by now! For he knows that "WRATH WITHOUT MERCY!" brings DEATH and RUIN and the WRECK of the World! The Resurrection brings ANGELS to SNATCH them off the Face of the Earth together with: "We which are ALIVE and REMAIN!" and there is not ONE Wicked ALIVE at that Moment! NOT ONE! Do you KNOW this or do you NOT KNOW this - Adventist? You have JOINED with the JW'S? HWA? "ONE WORLD" ZIONISM? The "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT" and the "JOBS" that Maxwell is yapping about?

IS HMSR ANY BETTER?

"God's great Day is coming. The Earth HEAVEN ON EARTH-HMSR - ??? "The Earth will be changed; at last there will be Days of Heaven upon Earth. The Earth will be RENEWED, unity will come again, and the Earth itself
will become the PARADISE Home of God's people. THE
RESURRECTION.
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-
Yes, How's that again, RICHARDS? What does THE RESUR-
RECTION bring??? Not 1,000 years of the WRECK of the
World? You will dare to pay God's Tithe for this:
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-
HMSR: "THE RESSURECTION to immortality will bring all
the redeemed of all ages TOGETHER in a PERFECT WORLD
where man's dreams of PEACE, LIFE, HOLINESS, and HAPP-
INESS will be fulfilled; where God will have ONE WORLD
again, (The Title of the Book - "GOD'S ONE WORLD")-HMSR.
BBH - $1.00)

"...where God will have ONE WORLD again, ONE GOD, one
Law, one Element." p. 318. HMSR.
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-
That 5-year old Tike - he would know whose "WORLD" this
would be ar "THE RESURRECTION!" The "ONE GOD" that
would go Raving around here in FOAMING MADNESS for
1,000 years! That would be the "ONE GOD" - and not with
"ONE LAW" - but the Demonstration for the FIRST TIME
IN THE HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSE - never in all Creation
such a Demonstration not of "ONE LAW" - but of "NO LAW!"
A Picture no Artist could ever Paint. Never in the
Universe before - and never again. ONE GOD, with NO
LAW - for that was what this Warfare was all about -
and finally it will be DEMON-strated by raving mad
DEMONS who turn on each other - NO ONE ELSE ALIVE! For
RICHARD'S "PARADISE HOME?" - not really. Not at all.
"HEAVEN UPON EARTH." - at the "RESSURECTION?" You
couldn't fool that 5-year Old with that! No, Sir! It
would have to be a people LONG IN SIN - to whom the 5-
year Old should read:

"Every form of Evil is waiting For an opportunity to
assail us. Flattery, bribes, inducements, promises of
wonderful EXALTATION, will be most assiduously employed.
"What are God's Servants doing to raise the
BARRIER of a "THUS SAITH THE LORD" against this evil???
Where are His Watchmen?? Will the men in our Institu-
tions KEEP SILENT?? "Neither will I be with you any
more, unless you AWAKE"... No longer consent to LISTEN
without PROTEST to the perversion of Truth. UNMASK the
pretentious Sophistries!"
SUMMARY:

(1) Books of a "NEW ORDER." SM 1:204.
(2) Constitute this a "NEW ORGANIZATION!"
(3) That we are not to "JOIN" for that would mean "APOSTASY FROM THE TRUTH" for they do not have the Truth! SM 1:204-5. 1904. SM 2:390. 1905.
(4) "Many will stand in OUR PULPITS" with these Doctrines of Laodicean Devils! TM 409.
(6) This is a "Message that will not be SILENCED!" PK 187. 1Peter 2:15.
(7) FROOM says the Test is to stay and hang on to the MAJORITY. But T5:136 says the Test is to LEAVE the Majority when: "Champions are FEW!"
(8) FROOM says he will see you through! But T5:80 says: "Every WIND of Doctrine will be Blowing...In the last solemn work FEW GREAT MEN will be engaged...HE CANNOT USE THEM."
(9) FROOM SAYS WE ARE Saved in Groups! But GC 490 says: "We are NOT saved in Groups."
(10) FROOM sneers at those who are "ALONE" but T5:436 shows the true people of God: "Perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE."
(11) FROOM sees LIGHT in the Church, but the 10 Virgin Parable depicts TOTAL DARKNESS! The present Books are "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!"
(12) BRINSMEAD says: "Stay with the Church!" But the Voice of the Bridegroom calls: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"
(13) THE AUTUMN COUNCIL of R&H Dec. 18, 1969 p. 20 declares we are to Teach"...Truths shared IN COMMON with all Christianity." Bit Rev. 18 declares if we are "IN COMMON" with Her we will SHARE her DISEASE and her PLAGUES!" The very OPPOSITE of the Message of Seventh-day Adventists!" Go ye OUT to meet Him!"
(14) No Wonder when Rev. 18 - the Message of 1888 - is Repeated - no Wonder it will be "HATED, SPOKEN AGAINST, REJECTED - BY THE Majority!"
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 QUESTION: The only Question that matters to you, to me - "Will we go with them? Or shall we go with God?"

SM 1:208:
"HE calls upon us to hold FIRMLY, with the grip of FAITH, to the...PRINCIPLES...based upon UNQUESTIONABLE AUTHORITY."